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Professor-::•Laufer Retires · 
After Two.Decades At UB 
l>y Arlene Fisk the past few years, at which 
. • ·,a-n_ything but. Torts may be 
On Tuesday, November 28 the ttiscussed. Those of us who have 
final "brow11 -bag lunch" . with .attended these -lunclies discussed 
Professor Joseph Laufer and his everything from Laufer's 
Torts students was held._ The background .to . the trials and 
lunch, organized by- several tribulations of .first year law 
members of the 1977 Torts class, students. To increase his ~ontacts 
was fn honor of Laufer's with students further, Laufer 
retirement, and to let him know always attends student-faculty 
that he is .going to be missed. · parties. 
Professor Joseph Laufer, the Laufer is aware that Torts, and 
"sliver fox" of the Torts law generally, have changed 
classroom, is retiring in December · drastically in past . years. "Of 
after. 21 years at Buffalo Law torts," he says, "it is becoming 
School. Professor Laufer joined obsolete .. To~s won't be . taught 
the law school faculty in 1957 ap•al't from · .teaching of 
and has seen many changes jn compensation schemes such as 
both the scnool and its students , medicaid and social security ... I 
during his tenure. The number of hope ·we will find teachers .who 
facul"ty has increased from_six to will teach Torts in its broadest 
. its present number. The building coniext. What we need is a broad 
'M!ich housed the law school in basic course on the modern 
downtown Buffalo has been compensation state." On the 
replaced with our present other hand, Lauf¢r firmly believes 
· Amherst home, and, Laufer finds, that all courses, including Torts, 
the quality of students today is GI adys La Forge and Peter 
·tar better than those he taught in Dur:ant, winners-of Uu,,fourt,eemb 
his earlier years. annual Chµles S. Desmond Mciot 
In the past, Laufer has taught Court Competition, were among 
courses here in Conflicts and 20 competitors invited to join the 
Insurance ·Law: However, most law school's Moot Court Board. 
recent students will remember 
him best as their Torts professor. 
"I love to . teach. That's my great 
joy," he says. He especially enjoys 
teaching freshmen because they 
are willing to devote time to. his 
course. "I treat law students as 
·the professionals_ they are," he 
claims. Laufer does not intend to . 
intim.idate · anyone with his 
teaching style, and is surprised to 
learn that he sometimes does. should be· taught by the reading of 
Laufer has always felt it to be cases. "There is no learning of law 
very important to have contact that is . not wrapped around° cases· 
with students outside the initially," he says. 
classrooirs. His primary complain_t Of the law school curriculum, 
with O'Brian Hall is. that no place Laufer would like to see principles 
is provided where students and of .ethics taught in every law 
faculty can casual-ly · come school course. He also feels tha_t 
together. For this reason, Laufer elements of procedure ~ould be 
has held "brown bagJuriches" for ~urned · i_n the context of 
substantive cases the first . 
semester, with full courses in.Civil 
Procedure taught the second and 
third semester. "Law is procedure 
and shou!d be learned . fully by 
.every student." That this is 
Laufer's philosophy can be 
affirmed by all of his students 
wh O have learned fro(n his 
"Freshman Key." 
Laufer claims that he does not 
know how he · will react to _ 
- Milt., Bua/tu• 
retirement come next September. The Final Hour: Peter Durant and Gladys La Forge in the last 
He promises that he will continue stage of the competition. · 
"playing frisbee and will reamin 
active in · the Sarasota, Floridc_1 
community in which he has lived LaForge And DD:19ant 
for the past few winters. We hope 
that he stays·tt-appy and healthy in 
his retirement. Thank you, Victors In· Desmond 
Professor Laufer, for preparing us 
for the years of law school and 
practice ahead· of us. We will not Moot Ct. Competition
forget you. As AMOF (a matter of 
fact), we will miss you. 
The invitees were selected on the 
basis of both oral and brief scores 
·from a field of 68 first- and 
second-year students, one of the 
largest groups ever to compete. 
Laforge and Durant defeated 
the second-place team of Richard 
Bedor and .Elizabeth Buckley in 
the November 18 final round of 
- Mllte Shapiro the competition. Those two teams 
In recognition of his many ·had been joined in ~e semi-finals 
years of teaching, we share with by the teams of Ric_hard Abbo~t 
you portions of . a poem written and Robert Gurbacki and of En k 
about Professor Laufer by. Wayne Lindauer and Patricia Jayne. 
Lopkin, a student in Torts last Shelly Cohen and Robert 
year. Deane were awarded the prize for 
writing the best brief in the 
competition. First-year student 
- poem on page -three Ronald Zarowitz was named best 
oral advocate. 
A-V- Provides ·Valuab/,e Aid.s And Sen,ices 
by"Mike Buskus 
In the four years that the 
Audio-Visual Department of the 
law · Library has~ existed, it has 
increased in both size and var.iety 
of services. Before November 
1974, the A-V Department didn't 
even exist. Karen Spencer was 
hired in 1974 as Audio-Visual 
Librarian. The ™partment began 
in 1974 as a small one-room office 
on 'the fifth floor of the Library. 
It started with only a few reels of 
microfilm and several tape 
recorders. 
The Department expanded 
dramatically, however. Gradual 
acquisition of extra equipment
-llfllte.Bullu 
The hypotehtical moot court 
· pJOblem consiitN of two issues: 
the continued validity of Seider v. 
Roth quasi in rem jurisdiction in 
the light of the 1977 Supreme 
Court decision in Shaffer v. 
Heitner and the standard of care 
owed by attorneys in legal 
malpractice situations. 
The judging panel in the final 
round was headed by Charles S. 
•Desmond, former Chief Judge of 
and new tides enabled the 
Department to serve a.'growing . 
clientele. Professors and students 
were encouraged to utilize these 
services. 
Professor Joseph taufer has 
been one of the most active users 
of the Department. Lauf-er's Torts 
classes have been . taped for a 
number of years. Anyone missing 
Laufer's Torts class or wanting to 
review a class tape for note-taking 
can listen to it or even obtain a 
copy of the class tape. This year 
Professor Spieplman has also 
utilized the A-V Department's 
recorders to tape classes. These 
facilities are also available to other 
- continued on page three 
the New York Court of Appeals, 
who wrote ·the 1967 opinion in 
Seider. Sitting with him were two 
current Judges of the Court of 
Appeals, Lawrence Cooke and 
Matthew Jasen, Fourth District 
Supreme Court Justice Richard 
Simons and Professor Kenneth­
Joyce. 
Invited to join the Moot Court 
Board were Richard Abbott, 
Richard Bedor, Elizabeth 
Buckley, Michael Chakansky, 
Peter Durant, Judy Feldt, Barbara 
Goldberg, Robert Gurbacki, Mark 
Hammer, Patricia Jayne, Gladys 
Laforge, Erik Lindauer, Andrew 
Mandell, Melissa Marr, Karen 
Mathews, ·Phillip Myers, Laurie 
Ogden, David - Struss, Robert 
Whitbread and Ronald Zarowitz. 
Those who accpet membership 
on the Board will help the Board's 
interscholastic teams prepare for 
competitions at other schools and 
will take part in running the 
Albert R. Mugel Tax Competition, 
which will be held in April. 
The Moot Court · Board's 
National Team was . defeated by 
Suffolk Law School · in the 
Regional Competition in Boston 
last month. Suffolk, which 
advanced to the semi-finals of the 
competition, won the award for 
the best brief. 
·l 
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Editorial 
So. Long, Silver Fox 
The editors of the October, 1957 Opinion had the great 
pleasure of welcoming Professor Joseph Laufer as a full-time 
member of the faculty. Today, we face the sad task of saying 
good-bye to a -man who has had a long and illustrious career. 
Opinion would like to take this opportunity to extend 
best wishes to Professor Joseph Laufer who will be leaving 
SUNY Buffalo for SUNNY Florida at the semester's end.· 
Those students who have been fortunate enough to have 
had Professor ' l:.aufer· can- appreciate not only his knowledge 
of the law, but his enthusiasm, and most of all, his concern 
for ' his students. Whether it be at an SBA party or the first 
year picnic, Professor Laufer was always th~re ---: always 
accessible to offer advice, soinetinies criticism, b.Lit. ·al'ways : 
encouragement. 
We wish him good times, lots of Florida sunshine, and 
last, ,but not least; ,continued .success with -h~s frisb~e, , ,. , :" 
. ,. . ' .,·" .. ' . ' 
Good Bye; Good .Luck· 
Unfathomable as it may seem, finals-have set upon the 
hallowed halls of John Lord O'Brian once again. i;o,-some, it 
is next to the last time around. For others, it is the first and 
most difficult lap. For still others, it is just another circuit. 
Regardless where you may be in this marathon they call law 
school, Opinion hopes the obstacles are few and the finishing 
time is near. 
To Professor Marjorie Girth, who will be spending the 
next 18 months at Virginia Law School, and to Law 
Librarian Karen Spencer, who will be spending the next 
semester at the University of Maryland, we wish the best'Of 
luck. To all of you: have a good vacation! 
Iill 
0 
Look, if you want me to defei:id you, you'll have 
to tell me exactly where you hid my fee . 
I mean, the stolen money! 
To the Editor: 
Since my contribution to the 
September 28, 1978 issue of 
Opinion which you entitled "Fill 
, Out This Form, · Maam", I have 
read with great dismay two 
comments about that 
contribution in your last two 
issues. It is incredible to think 
people can read so much jrito a 
few words. All irresponsible and 
uncalled for personal attacks 
aside, I must take issue with some 
President's Corner 
general statements . that were 
made. 
First of all, there was never any 
intent to display any persons as 
uneducated, moreover, social 
hardships had nothing to do with 
it I now see the point of view 
presented by those comments and 
I am sorry they read the article 
with that attitude. I still believe 
that those sentences are funny, as 
funny as the contribution of 
Larry Ross in the September 14, 
APPC Votes No Change 
In -Present Grading Po·licy 
by Tony Leavy 
Some typical comments which 
I have heard regarding our recent 
grade chan'ge referendum reflect 
the notion that our efforts were 
futile. I want to dispel these 
notiqns . of 1JOJ1a\:complj5t!Jlle11t. ' 
We students have ' changed the 
focus of the administration and 
faculty. They awaited our results 
,1' , •1 "°II :•.. 
and ,the action now being taken 
by.. the adm inistratlon and faculty 
is being ' taken based on the 
refer'eridt.im 're'slilts. · · · · 
The Academic Policy and 
Planning Committee was going to 
make some recc_:,mm.endation 
before November 1st but because 
our referendum was at the end of 
October, the APPC delayed their 
recommendation. 
After having waited for our 
results the APPC met the week 
after the referendum. There was 
one agen<la item - the grade 
recommendation to the faculty. 
Each of the committee members 
had a copy of our preliminary 
results which. showed that a four 
tier H-Q system was 
overwhelmingly desired, with the 
vote close between HQDF and 
HQPF. At this point it is critical 
to remember th·at because last 
year there was ·a feeling among 
some administrators and faculty 
that students were dissatisfied 
with the HQDF system, the 
faculty charged the APPC to 
recommend some type of ·AB 
:system, preferably a five tier 
system. Resulting from that 
charge, · the APPC recommended 
A, B+, B, C, o,·F. 
Now, just a couple of weeks 
ago, the APPC, using our results, 
refocused both their attention and 
their recommendations. We 
refocused them from a five or six 
tier system to a four tier system 
and from AB to HQ. The APPC 
did spend some time discussfng 
whether the D should be replaced 
with the P but they unanimously 
voted to recommend to the 
faculty that they keep the present 
HQDF system. This was 
contingent on the then 
fort com i_ng final results 
indicating something different 
than the preliminary results. 
These events bring us to last 
week's APPC meeting where they 
had our final results. Although 
there was again some discussion 
on whether the D shoul.d be 
changed to a P~t was decided that 
the present H1..1DF system should 
be kept. This is the 
recommendation which will go to 
the faculty . 
The Committee that la,st year 
came up with A, B+, B, C, D, F, is 
now recommending HQDF. The 
change speaks for itself - we did 
have an effect, a major effect, on 
their recommendation to keep 
HQDF. I am confident that the 
positi".e ·response of the APPC can 
be · translated i!'l-to a .. po~itive 
response by the entire faculty. 
f97.8 issue of Opinion which was 
su·bstantially similar. The 
sentences are not funny because 
of who their authors are, they_afe 
fu_nny because of their structur.e. 
These types of sentences are 
known as malapropisms, that is, 
the humorous m•isapplication of a 
word or phrase. Persons who stop 
to reflect on who they perceive 
the authors to be are not going to 
impress anyone with their social 
consciousness for they .have 
simply gone too far, the sentences· 
were never ·intended for il!lalysis. 
Furthermore, I heartily. 
disagree that human, failings or the 
darker side of • the human 
condition are never funny. In ·1ne 
Mysterious .Stronger Mark Twain 
formulated hi$ final analysis :qf 
the hum an condition. · He also 
proposed a remedy: laughter. The 
human race, wrote Twain, has 
"unquestionably one really 
effective weapon · - laughter. 
Against the assault of laughter 
nothing can stand." "l;verything 
human" Twain believed, "is 
pathetic. The secret source of 
humor itself is·not joy but sorrow. 
There is no humor in heaven." 
Twain also wrote: "I believe that 
our Heavenly Father invented 
man because he was disapj?ointed 
in the monkey." •The. difference 
between the man and the monkey 
then, is that the monkey n_ever 
learned to laugh. 
John M. Gruber 
S.'!~!nD:~~-~~qtiiretr,:~rtfPf:an. 
Leaked ,·:To .,OPINION · ·. ··• 
To: Faculty Members of APPC, apply the following scale: 
Tom Headrick Bill Greiner (1) Less than 100 footnotes -
FrOm: Barry Boye; · 
Re : Seminar Requirement 
The following is my attempt to 
re-draft the seminar requirement 
in light of the discussion at last 
· Friday's faculty meeting. 
1 . Each student shall be 
required to take one seminar 
taught in the C.lassical Manner.* 
The "Classical Manner" is that 
described in Plato's ' Apology, 
Crito, and Phaedo _- i..e., .the 
instructor performs feats of verbal 
and logical legerdemain, while 
students murmur approvingly, 
·"Most assuredly, Socrates" and 
"How could it be otherwise, 
Socrates." Discussions must be 
conducted in Latin or Greek, and 
togas should be worn at all times. 
2. Since writing a bad long 
paper is a more challenging and 
rewarding intellectual experience 
than writing several good short 
papers, and since most graduates 
of this law school will spend the 
bulk of their professional career! 
writing law review notes, all 
seminar papers must take · the 
format of a long law review note, 
Those who find quantification 
distasteful may define "long"· as 
"not short." Those who find lack 
of quantification distasteful may 
F, failure ' 
(2) 100 to 200 footnotes - D, 
marginal ·credit 
(3) 200-350 footnotes - 'Q, 
qualified 
(4) More than 3$0 footnotes :... 
H, Honors. 
For purposes of this scale, 
"footnote" is limited to citation 
of ·a reported judicial decision or 
statute. "See also"· and "Cf." 
citations shall count as half of a 
regular footnote. 
3. To minimize the' admitted 
arbitrariness . of requiring 
certification at the course level, 
each instructor. shall be dealt five 
"wild-card certificates" , aL •the 
beginning of each academic year. 
Wild-card .certificates may be 
awarded in ·the instructor's sole 
discretion, and any student 
presenting a wild-card certiftca.te 
to the Registrar's Office will · be 
deemed to have .satisfied the 
seminar requirement. · 
' .. Un d ~ r·· e x·c e pt ion al 
circumstances, the .APPC may 
graht waivers for seminars offered 
in the Neo-Classical manner. 
However, under no circumstances 
sbat·1 seminar •credit be given for 
courses taught in the Elizabethan, 
Romantic, or Modern ,nanner. 
Quote of the Bi-Week 
If we tli'e oil pre,umed to know ti,• u · 
why do we have·to take the B111;Extan; 
- Professor Geqrp Zimmerman 
Pa,e two Opinion December 7, 1?78 
~-·Ba,ld,y Centel"Promotes lnterdUciplinary Goa& 
A new program aimed . at The primary function of the· "different departments to do integrate programs within the 
increasing the · opportunities for" Center ; is to generate reserach projects,interdisciplinary University, Katkin explained. 
interdepartmental degrees has interdisciplinary research, said Dr. research should be furthered, The Baldy Center will serve 
been set up at the laY{ school. The Wendy Katkin, Assistant to the Katkin said. two major needs in this 
integration process. The CenterBaldy Center for Law and Social Directors of the Baldy Center. Before the Center was will provide coordination forPolicy is the new program "The trend In research is 
.f founded, interdisciplinary those· students seeking combined
combining the .resources of the turning· toward utilization O research went on, but with no degrees in law and otherLaw· School and the 5-Ehool for interdisciplinary methods." By ·sense of cohesion in the programs. disciplines and . the center will
-swan <Tit• s,,_ctrum) 
Dr. Wendy Katkin · Social Sciences. . bringing together people from The Center is expected to supply financial support to certain 
highly qualified students pursuing 
a joint degree. 
The University offers twoExpanding A-V Dept. Awaits Computer 
types of combined degree 
programs involving the law school,
- continued from-page one 
the reference desk. videotape for the law school general use by students and the dual degree and the joint 
professors and students upon An on-going acquisitions·policy archives. professors after initial instruction degree program. 
request. ·has augmented the supply of This year, students competing by librarians. The computer will The Joint degree program will 
Early in the history of the microforms. An extensive in the Desmond Moot Court be restricted to law-school use be limited to a small number of 
Department, it becam.e apparent collection of bill jackets is Competition were given the only. Students will be advised that highly qualified students pursuing 
that there simply wasn't enough available to facilitate legislative opportunity to have a practice they are not to use Lexis in both a J.D. and a Ph.D. degree. It 
space in the one-room office to history research on New York round videotaped. Any students connection with an is expected the joint degree 
accommodate the increasing statutes. Add.itional . material or professors who would like to employment-related project for program can be completed in 
number of patrons. Remodeling covers Federal Legislative history. use the videotape equipment any law firm or other employer. either 5 or 6 years, Ms. Katkin 
· should consult with the A-V staff.took place in the Fall of 1976. Recently, the CIS (Congressional The terms of the lease contract said. 
What was formerly the Rare Information Service) has been The services of the A-V with Mead Data Corporation Under the direction of the 
Books Room eventually became added on microfiche. Department are also being used by specifically preclude that type of ,Baldy Center staff, joint degree 
the A-V Lab Room· where tape A complete set of the Federal practicing attorneys in the area. A use for the computer. students will follow a program 
recorders and microforms readers Register • is also available on variety of audio and video The A-V Department also designed to help the student 
are presently located. Several m i c r o form in the A-V programs furnished by the New pioneered the use of "Bitch develop a personal curriculum 
smaller rooms were redesigned Department. The CFR, including York State and American Bar Tickets" as a means of improving which integrates the knowledge 
and combined into a larger room all superceded materials, is also on Associations are now in stock. service ,!' to library· users. and methodology of, the 
which ·now houses equipment microform. A substantially With the heavy use of the Complaini.ts and suggestions disciplines being pursued. The 
storage space as well as office complete set of United States Department's services this channeled through "Bitch student will also receive aid in 
space for the A-V staff. Supreme Court briefs, including semester, a few problems have Tickets" have been acted on and developing research and writing 
As the Department expanded, briefs for certiorari denied cases, . arisen. Some equipment are often rep rioted in the skills. ' 
the number of library-user services is likewise accessable in this malfunctions and a shortage of Opinion. Joint Degree studen!S will-ha\'.e · 
increased. A major project Department. copying paper temporarily limited After four years as the opportunity to plan and 
undertaken by the Department at Expansion of videotape availability of copies of Audio-Visual Librarian, Karen participate in small group 
Kar-en Spencer's initQtive was the- services .has also- occurred.- last microfonns. This difficul.ty sh.ould Spencer will be on a six-month, seminars and colloquia with 
Legal Research Slide-Tape year the Department produced a b~. ,a,llevi,ated, · ,s~n. Also, , a: visiting scholars.leav~_<:>f !lb~~n~e tl.i ~spriJlg. _K~(~I) . 
Programs. These 1~15 minute 15' : mihute 'tape ·starrirlg · Bill consi<feraole'. rn.im6er of pecipfe has accepted a "temporary · · l<atl<in · said· the joint degree·· 
audio. casette and color ·slide Brooks. This tape captured a who have borrowed cassette tapes appointment as a library students could count up to nine 
presentati<>'!_s_ explain in detail !Jlnerous slice of life around the that are now overdue are asked to consultant with the University of hours of approved course credit 
what ,varldus lega~'!ese"°~.tools ~ Law ,scnool. Copie, .of Chat•~ retuiii 'th'em: · u ' ' Maryland. Stie~will help •plan ·for ·received :outside• the law school' 
are available and ,, how they . are fiave Ge-en ustcf 1~ ' fecruitment . . The OepartJt,ient 1will .~at>n 'rave the c·onstruction of a new- law toward the 81 hours required for 
used. There are presently 11 of efforts by the Law school. a computerized reference tool, library at the University's law the J.D. degree. She admitted the 
these slide-tape progrmn1 oo¥ering • .. Other.· ~tiviliqs :-at ·th~._i.1-.: Lexis, a legal .re,~iJrc;h I wurc~ school in Baltimore. She will staff was aware of the outside 
such topics as Shepard's Citations, school have been videotaped and marketed by 
0the Mead I Data" orgiinize an - 'A-V • Department ' courses causing problems wtfen' 
American Law Reports, Case are available for viewing. A sample Corporation, will be ,available for there. Maryland presently has no the 72 hours q or better rule of 
Digests, Legislative History, Court jQb interview featuring Arlene use on January 1, 1979. Kathy facilities for ·these services. In the law school is applied, but 
Reports, Legal Periodicals and Fisk ' .is . availabfe - for persons Cafrick,· Assocfate Direc·tor of the addition, Karen will work on the noted this area was being looked 
others. intere~ted in perfecting Library and Reference Librarian provision of public services such into. 
The A-V Department, in job-interviewing techniques. Tapes will supervise instruction in the as a reference staff and general Katkin also said more seminars 
co.operation with · the library of Moot Court' competition final use of this computer. outreach programs. and cross-listed courses would be 
reference staff also prepares an rounds are also on file in the 5th The student Research and Nina Cascio, a graduate offered in the near future. These 
ex t e_n s iv e set of Ie ga I floor A-V offices. These materials Writing instructors will be trained assistant, and the rest of the A-V courses could be applied to either 
bibliographical guides. These are · as well as tapes of special events in the use of Lexis early in Department staff will take over the J.D. or the Ph.D. 
available free of charge on the such as the Public Interest Law January. Later in January the the duties of the A-V Department requirements. 
second floor of the library behind Conference will be preserved on computer . will be available for in Karen Spencer's absence. The second category of 
combined degrees is the dual 
degree program. The major 
differences between the joint and 
the dual degrees are that only 
- continued from page one But what the heck is a lighted squib: joint degree students are eligible 
I de S et Ux v. Wde S, for Baldy Fellowships and · the 
I won't even begin to guess! joint degree program is limited to 
I must admit, I've had more pleasant thoughts Some cases put you on the brin"k, students pursuing a J.D. and a 
Than those about the law of torts. Like a heart attack for "To me you stink!" Ph.D., while the dual degree 
Put Of! your coat, tie your tie and change your socks, And others make you feel the pain, student may pursue a masters and 
Today we pay homage to the silver fox! Or have you forgotten little Elaine? a J.D. degree. 
He knows the law to the tiniest particle, And still others you'd like to rap, The Baldy Fellowships, made 
And can tell you the ins and outs of any law review article. Just one example is the amorous sapp. available to lhe joint degree 
He can tell the difference or so you've lieard, Some opinions are a lot of. poop, students, will · provide financial 
Between-talky-talk and a weasel-work. But then again, do you really give a hoop? support during the student's first 
.He stands and gazes into our dull faces, It all began with battery, assault, and oh yes, year in law school and the 
Then quips: "My God, doo't you read these cases!" Our old standby, mental distress. student's dissertation year. 
He lectures about the law and·oftimes even preaches, Privilege, mistake and self defense Approximately four of these 
Look out you people in thellpper reaches! Intentionally on till negligence! fellowships, worth $3500 a year 
But that's not the worst, it gets horrider, We learned something about a standard of care, will be made available to qualified 
While we're here next semester, he's in Sunny Florida! And something about a broken chair. applicants each year, Katkin said. 
We are told that jury trials are honey, I try my best and look all I can, Financial aid for the student's 
Why you ask? - Man, that's a lot of money!" But I've yet to meet a reasonable man. other years of study, up to four 
Sometimes I'm confused and other times balmy, additional years may be obtained 
. Ranson and Kitner was quite a goof, Were you really in the Confederate Army? from the department through 
Thbse dirty dogs shot a pseudo wolf! The practice exam sure was free, which the joint degree student is 
Mrs. Rush fell into a deep dank abysmal pit, Until the P & S of the autopsy! seeking the Ph.D. degree, Katkin 
Nine feet down into a high pile of --- unpleasantness. And as we venture through the courts, said. 
The law is often as gritty and grimy as can be, We pray we don't run into Prosser, Wade or Schwartz. More information about this 
Evidence Banana One, Banana Two and Banana Three! But my story cannot end, program may be obtained by 
Where else could a harmless hug and kiss At least without this last amend: contacting Dr. Katkin at the 
Develop into a frlencly paralysis? Lord help me if I make that tragic flaw, Baldy Center for Law and Social 
Scot and Shepard inv<>!ved a little fib, And forget to say: "No negligence as a matter of law!!" P<>!icy, room 511 O'Brian Hall. 
ODE TO· THE SILVER·FOX · · · 
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Public lnteret,t Law Offers Job SatUJfaction 
by Mark Litwak, Esq. arrives at office, read newspaper, office, or an expense account at a sinking feeling in their stomachs refugees from large law ·frirns -
confer with staff on study of the 21 Club. Rather, they upon the realization that another looking for public interest work. 
I'II never· forget how Alan toxic chemicals in Hudson River consider themselves lucky to have work· week lies ahead. Quite the They have dfscovered, albeit 
Morrison, Director of Ralph drinking water, edit report on sex their own desk, a door on their contrary, they can't wait to get to belatedly, that it 'is better to be· 
Nader's Litigation Group, discrimination by employment office and enough change to - work and plunge into another satisfie,d than . rich and miserable. 
described his job: "I go into the agencies, call local legislator to patronize the local fast food week of frenetic activity. Opportunities-in public interest 
office each morning, open the lobby for adoption of the "Bottle restaurant. ' Public interest lawyers believe work have -il)creased dramatically 
New York Times, and sue on Bill," conduct press conference Why then do they do it?They in what they do. They have over the past decade. The 
anything that pisses me off." announcing lawsuit to stop illegal have decided that they prefer to control over their work. They are tremendous growth in consu~er, 
Donald Ross, former Nader's practice of legislative "lulu" give up some of the prerequisites not just another drone in a lilrge environmental, political .reform., 
Raider and now Executive bonuses, have lunch, etc., etc. of a traditional law career in law firm. They immediately take equ_al rights and taxpayer 
Director of the New York Public But' all is not glory. Both exchange for the greater job positions of leadership in their organizations provide many . 
Interest Research Group, Inc. Morrison and Ross earn less than satisfaction they receive while organizations and find themselves alternatives to more traditional 
( N Y PI RG) a Is o has an 1 /3 of what their law school working in the public interest. pitted against top law firms and careers, Many of the jobs ' are not 
unconventional job. His typical classmates earn. They don't have When . they awake Monday powerful special interest groups. only exciting but · provide· the 
day might start as follows: 7:00 their own secretary, a carpeted mornings they do not experience They seek to make the world a chance to become an ~xpert .in
• • A ks better place to live in. one's field. A _review of' theB-Ball ComDllSSJODer ttac Lawyers are taught they have bac~groandsofrecentpresidential an obligation to represent even ap.pointees shows that. public 
the most detestible persons. This interest work is increasingly 
· ll .en ei-s Wfi obligation of the profession is serving as the training ground forOPINION A d R d O 
ostensibly meant to ensure that many important dedsion makers. 
everyone receives the best defense These leaders· bring a publlcFollowing the lead of a local assignment of numbers to the lL Those are the highlights for possible. Unfortunately, it is often interest perspective to th.eir work
sports manager who is certainly rosters that were submitted this semester and I know you all 
used as a justification by all those . th·at is absent in persons -who have 
more experienced in the business Those teams were then dividec wait with baited breath for the lawyers who are only too anxious risen up through industry orof sports than I, I have decided to in to two equal divisions second half of the season. and 
to sell themselves to the highest business.take a stand against what I feel to Following the games played or those all important playoffs. If bidder. If you haven't noticed,be irresponsible sports coverage November 16 the divisior any of you basketball players industrial polluters, white collarby the local news media. standings looked like this : aren't hungry enough for a win, I 
criminais and assorted mobstersThe media has shown itself to remind you that intramural do not seem to have much trouble Mork Lifwak is a staffattorneybe completely irresponsible in it's championships can be put on aEastern Division Western Division attracting competent legalcoverage of the Law School resume. and the Regional Director of the
assistance.Basketball League in that not a Team w L Team w L New York Public Interest1 ·s 0 11 4 1 John M. Gruber In an e_ra of changing lifestyles, single word has been written 
*4 4 0 12 3 2 we find growing numbers of Research Group, Inc. (NYPIRG).about it. Here we are on the verge 2 3 2 13 3 2
of -setting countless individual and 3 3 2 9 2 3 
*7 2League records and it may all go 2 10 l 4 Ln A W.l'orld 0•-1-9 Comp 1- -ency
1 1 
5 4 14 1 4 
unnoticed. For example, team 6 4 8 4 ,,,. 4 'J U.,,C 
number 'one has clearly 
*5th game was postponed
~t:~:~edni~:e~as!~ :~rn:~nn~~J There Are Alwavs Bitch Tickeu 
since they are all third year J ' 
stu.dents they hav·e· all applied•for The -first · half 6f 'the season 54_ 8/7 /78 onlY. ,WflY w,e can supply ite~s you delivered to the circulation desk . 
teaching jobs at the Law School grinds to a halt for exams after COMPLAINT: None of 'the· want is by· you telling us wti'at y~u . are ignored. The first volume i~ 
next year so they can come back the games scheduled for copies · of CCH Poverty Law are interested in. present, but subsequent volumes 
and do it again. Other records to November 30 are played. After Repo'1er are kept up to date. ,. 56. . are not. It would have been a big 
be entered in the annals this year all, if those basketbalt' stars don;t RES{'ONSE: T~e current ~t ' 0 (' CoMPLAINT: Some tirrie in' help to' fetch last year's from 'the 
include: Stu Markowitz has still study hard they 'won 't'have are~ PovJrty Law ...Reporter is' in 'the early September I .informed one basement, ·.but this was :not ·done. 
not been heard to raise his voice profession to fall back on after Attorney's Room. Volume 2 was of· the supe~isory personnel in RESPONSE : We have brought 
during a game; incredulous as 'it they've burnt out their athletic in a pro.fessor's office· for ' a lon'g tl'!e Cirqdation Departmeot that fill-in copies of' the ·CFR down 
may be, Jim Kelly has not been ability. time without being charged out. It the lights on the long table which from the Faculty Library. Sorry 
the cause of a single fracture this An overview of the Law School has now been retrieved and is filed is farthest fr~m the large window that you were put off at' the 
year; Tom Bender hos actually Basketball League looks like this; up-to-date. and nearest to the elevator on the Circulation Desk. Had yo1,1 filled 
scored a lay-up; and finally, the it is composed of five teams of 54A. 9/11/78 7th floor were no·t working.' ! was out a written request for the 
M o o t Court team O f third year students, five teams of COMPLAINT: Studying in the assured that the problem would missing volumes to be brought 
Rosenbaum-Roisman has not lost second year students, and four library on weekends is hard be noted. · down from the Faculty Library? 
a single argument on the court. teams of first year students. enough, but do the student The problem may have been Those r~quests are usually filled as 
I'm sure everyone is as Approximately 91 students signed workers have to make . it more noted but it has not been quickly as students working at the 
astounded as I am to discover that up to play with the distribution difficult? I don't mind them remedied. Alt that has been done desk can fill them. . I · 
not a single word of these over the three classes being almost watching the football or baseball is to tie the electric cord of the We try to be careful' about not 
newsworthy events has appeared equal. Only one faculty member games on teleYi$ion,·but I do rriind lights around the supports of the mixing up the current volumes 
in print. For this reason, although signed up to play, but one other them when thf,- tum on the table. Why can't this be fixed? Or, ·with superceded editio~s from the 
it may be deemed by some to be faculty member has been volume. when will it be fixed? Fiscal basement, but again, w._e will bring 
drastic action, I have decided to promising an appearance for the When they tum on the sound, problems notw.ithstanding, a the material up for you if you 
bar Maria Colavito of Opinion, last two weeks. Those promises they make it loud enough to minor problem like this can surely request it. · 
Eri ~ Brady of the Courier have been dismissed for know the. game is on, but soft be handled and should be! 
Express, and Gary Papa of non -appearance (without enough not to be able to hear the RESPONSE: The Maintenance 62. COMPLA.iNT: Where are 
WGR-TV from setting foot in the prejudice). Rumor has it the plays and score. THAT IS VERY Department has been notified. copies of tt)e · · Law School 
Bubble on Thursday nights at league has also been infiltrated by ANNOYING! Routine maintenance has not newspaper, The Opinion? 
5:30. No longer will they be at least one law spouse and one If they must watch the games, been curtailed by budget cuts, but RESPONSE: The library will 
assigned special locker room law brother. The Commissioner which is understandable, ask them sometimes it takes a while for now keep copies of the Opinion 
facilities (the first hook) in the has decided not to pursue the to do it with the sound... necessary parts, etc. on reserve beginning with Volume57Bubble, which by the way is a matter after learning they were Thank you. . 19, No. 1 (September 14, 1978). 
showplaceoftheeast(l'veshown bothundersix-feettall. RESPONSE _: _ The only - COMPLAINT: Where a~e 397 Back issues are also kept in the 
·t t I d th · t d 't and 398 U.S.??? They've never Opinion office in Room 623. 
1 o peop e an ey JUS on The old news is the champions television to be seen and heard in 
believe it exists). No longer will of the past two years continue to this library from now on will be in been on the shelves when I've 63, 
they receive reserved seats at dominate. This season they are the Audiovisual Department on looked for them. If we don't have COMPLAINT: Where ls
thcourtside (the park benches). identified as team no. 1 and it is the 5th floor. copies of em, why don't we Volume No. 26 (197S) 'of the 
Finally, they'll have to ask the 1-2 punch of John Gilbert and · _ purchase them? U.S. reporters are "Labor Law Journal"? It has been 55 9118178 
someone else for a ride to the Stu Markowtiz that keeps that COMPLAINT: 1 think 'it would ra
th
er important - don't you missing in action for over~ weeks. 
Bubble because they're not riding record unblemished. Team no. 4 is be a great idea to· have some agree? now. 
with me again. From this point on the other undefeated team and • newspapers around here like the RESPONSE: We'll check to see RESPONSE: · The library had 
I will no longer share my words of Big Bob LaRussa is the major Buffalo Evening News and if 397 and 398 U.S. are missing three copies of Volume 26 of the 
wisdom wiJh these people. If they obstacle for opposing teams. Courier-Express and New York and will replace them if they are Labor Law Journal. The first copy 
have any questions they should lri the Western Division, Times, if the strik~ever ends. h missing. . ln the me;antime, there's is in the F~ulty Library. If you 
di rec t th em to m y playing sometimes 'inspired b~I, would be a welcome diversion for a second copy of the United ask at the circulation desk, it can 
Co-Commissioner Jim Kelly, also team no. 11 has run off four tired eyes and brains. States Reporter on the 3rd floor be broudit down fc;,r you to use ,il) · 
known as the silver tongued devil. straight wins after an opening' day RESPONSE: / The LihrMY and if that falls, ask to see th~ the library. The th,lrd copy is 
Since it is clear that I cannot loss. Lead by the intense worrying already receives copies of the New Faculty Library copy. being prepared for blndlns- One 
1
rely on the above mentioned of Bill Brooks, , team ,no. 1_11 is York Times and Wall Street of the issues was mutilated and a60 
newspeople I have taken the compose~ of tw~ literary talents, Journal. W~ will start getting the · replacetnent Issue is qn order. If 
liberty to write my ,qwn ne~s : . • a guy w•dJ· ~ iron ,touch under ..,___ ··"d £.,__, as 'soon as ·,t COMPLAINT: Volume(s) of you ask a reference libr~lan, we 
,..,.,.,.. .., ,.,.,- 40 CFR are mini,. off the lhelf II "'-- · -• from "'- · 
The, , 1978-79 basketbal• the· basket and : a guy wid) a ...... be .arr.......... Th•.,.,~ &or d h can pu u"' ioum.. u,e, 
. , . _,, ..._ ..." ,, an · ave been for weeks. Tech lcal 5erv1 Dep-- &,J..' 
season bepn - with a _.rand01f 1m;liden njUJI~ ,- expressi- your interest _ lhe D-.- n Kim artintnt 1Uf 
... ,__ to ren,edy the situadon, your use. _ _..J 
.. 
&-.ay Competition 
$500 -Awarded -For 
Family .Law .-Contest 
Awards granted from fund created 
by the Toledo Bar Association, 
_administered by the Ohio State 
Bar Association Foundation, 
Implemented, Conducted and 
Sponsored by the Foml/y Low 
Section of the American &r 
Association. 
The Howard C. Schwab 
Memorial Award Essay Contest is 
conducted annually by the Family 
Law Section of the American Bar 
Association in cooperation with 
the. Toledo _Bar Association and 
the Ohio · ·Bar ·Association as a 
memorial to tbeir deceased leader. 
The priz.es are awarded from a 
memorial fund created by the 
Toledo Bar Association and 
administered by the Ohio State 
Bar Association. 
Howard C. s ·chwab was 
0.airman-Elect of 'the Family 
L:aw Section of the ABA at the 
time of his death on February 24, 
1969. He was a Past President of 
The Toledo Bar Association and 
Past C-hairman of the Family Law 
Committee of the Ohio Bar 
Association. 
Purpose of the Contest 
To create a greater interest in 
the field of Family Law among all 
law students of the nation, and 
particularly the Law Student 
Division of the American Bar 
Association. · 
Eligibility 'ot'C~,ntestants 
All ~cond and third year 
stu"'~nts enr.o.ll~d i.n 
1' >' ' ' '' '' I ' • ~ •,,,A8t\app~o\'.,e~, I~~ ~~~,~.. . jlfld., -,",)u, ~~-. ,11<_ ~op! r..'?-,1 ,, .~._e . __Y. 
first year students enrolled in said must be sul>m1tted. Xero~ copies 
schools ,wh,ere, th~ .,suJ>ject of. , Qf., ,, g!?~d . -- f !{bon . ,cpp1~~ ar.e 
family law is part of the first year 
curriculum are eligible to 
compete, exdept employees of the 
American Bar Association Ohio 
·Bar Association or Toledo Bar 
Association. ' 
Authorship 
Each entry shall be the work·of 
a single individual. · 
Awards 
The winners of the first, 
second, and third places as 
selected and announced by the 
judges, will be presented with cash 
awards In the amounts of $500, 
$300, and $200, respectively. 
Judges will be designated 
members of the Family Law 
Section. 
LATKO 
PRINTING AND 
COPY CENTERS 
JOB HUNTERS! 
A professional looking resume 
Isa must! 
. We will typeset & print your 
rest1me In a style that suits your 
needs. We con do It better, 
foster & for less. 
3171 Main.St. . 
(South Campus) 
83S-0101 
·· <1J676 Niagara Falls,Blvd. 
,11. '(North Campus) ·· 
·: 1 ·: 834-7046 
Subject Matter of Essay 
Subject may be any aspect of 
Family Law which the contestant 
chooses. Suggested length - about 
3,000 words, though not limited 
to this number; may be more or 
less, as the subject merits. Essays 
scheduled to be published, and/or 
essays which have previously been 
published, are ineligible for 
consideration. 
E!"'tries will be judged on the 
·basis of timeliness of subject, 
practicality, originality, quality of 
research, and clarity of style. 
Prize-winning essays which 
have been previously published in 
the Family Law Quarterly may be 
found in Vols. VII I No. 1 p. 51; 
VII No. 4 p. 433; VI No. 4 p. 405; 
VI No. 3 p. 27_9; VI No. 2 p. 145; 
V No. 3 p. 369; V No. 1 p. 32; 
and IV No. 3 pp. 209, 230, 280. 
Entry Procedure 
Law students desiring to enter 
the contest should write to 
Howard C. Schwab Memorial 
Award Essay Contest, Section of 
Family Law, American Bar 
Association, 1155 East 60th 
Street, O.icago, Illinois 60637, 
r~questing an entry form, which 
must be completed and returned 
with the essay. The entry form 
will contain a number to be 
placed by the contestant in the 
upper right-hand corner of each 
page of the -esSjly. Contesta.nt's 
name is not' to b'e on any.copy of · 
- !he s~~mitt~d essay. Contestants' 
1~en_t1t1~ _w1l_l,n~t~e kngw,n ,to 
th ., d ' S' ' ~~! fth' • Ssa 
acceptable. E'ntires fo~ the 1979 
awards must be submitted to the 
Howard C. Sch\Vab Memorial 
Award Essay Contest, at . -the 
above address, postmarked on or 
before April 16, 1979. 
Review Welcomes Input 
/ 
clearly indicate when he or she is 
The editors of the Buffalo Law expressing an opinion. Every 
Review are interested in receiving 
papers of outstanding quality 
written by students who are not 
members of the Review. We 
believ.e that the Review is 
obligated to provide a forum for 
all students of the Faculty of Law 
and Jurisprudence who desire to 
publish. We therefore take this 
opportunity to invite all students 
to read th e R e view's 
GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT 
ARTIC°LES, below, and to 
considersubmittingamanuscript. 
If you have any questions,. please 
feel free to stop in at the Review 
office, room 605. 
Guldel.ines for Student Articles 
Topic. The topic must be one 
that has not been exhausted by 
other articles. The author should 
- present a new approach to the 
subject and provide novel insights 
for the reader. Thorouldi and 
careful research is mandatory. 
Form. Every manuscript must 
be typewritten and·should have an 
introduction, a body with c~ncise 
.and Informative headings 
iritroduclng each section, and a 
conclusion. All assertions must be 
document.eel, ~ the author must 
I!:: 
WELL,RALPII... ITL 
I/CE THIS MIGHT BE 
ONFI.ICTS CA 
I ': 
! ;j 
Martin's Conflicts Casebook 
Strong Entry In -Obscure FW/n 
bi Mike B,uskus 
Little, Brown & Company of 
Boston has recently published a 
new casebook in an abscure field 
of law. Professor James Martin of 
the University of Michigan Law 
School assembled his Conflict of 
Laws: Cases and Materials within 
the brief compass of seven 
chapters and 757 pages. 
Martin assumed a formidable 
task in seeking to undertake to 
write a coherent casebook about 
Conflicts. This area of law. deals 
with, among other things, "the· 
problems of selecting which of 
two (or more) states' laws govern 
when 'an' accldent o~ contract 
having -connectiqps with a number . 
of jurisdictions is brought into 
cpUrt. Conf,lit;ts . is ,cqmplis;ate4 
and difficult to describe with · 
clarity because there -is such a 
contrariety of views by courts and 
scholars as to ·how "choice · of 
iaw" should be made. 
manuscript must be well 
organized, and grammatically and 
substantively accurate. Footnotes 
must also be typewritten and in 
Blue-Book form. ' 
Procedure for submission. 
Manuscripts should be submitted 
to the Editor-in-0.ief who will 
assign editors to read them. Each 
manuscript must be accompanied 
by a brief outline and a statement 
of the author's reasons for 
believing it to be suitable for 
publication. Any author_ 
submitting a manuscript originally 
. written as a seminar paper must 
name the professor for whom it 
Given such a clash of 
viewpoints by commentators in 
the field of Conflicts, an author 
could easily fall fateto the Scylla 
of exhaustively presenting. all 
viewpoints with no analysis, or 
the O.abridis of emphasizing one 
theocy to the dogmatic exclusion 
of all others. Martin seems to have 
avoided both dangers. His text is 
generously spiced with excerpts 
from such Conflicts classics 1as the 
Restatement (F.irst and Second) . 
·of Conflicts, Cavers' Choice of 
Law Process and Leflar's 
American ·Conflicts Law. Yet, at 
th~ .~a,,:ne ,tin;ie h,e .. ma\)ages, to 
counterpoint individual ·selections 
with appropriately skeptical 
Socratic questions. Thus, he is 
abl!l to alert .the ·reader to some 
g4Cstions left unanswered by 
some of the commentators, (e.g., 
for.um ~.h,qpP,,in~, _. ~ir<;ula_~ 
reasoning of courts and even 
chauvinistic attitudes of some 
courts in applying .!heir "own" 
law even when there are 
compelling reasons for applying 
the law of another jurisdiction on 
which had more contacts with the 
litigation.). 
Even with its ,substantial 
treatment of th~ phildsophy and 
theory of cpnflicts analysis, 
Martin has not permitted practical 
considerations to elude him. He 
appropriately questions whether 
the brand of "classic" conflicts 
cases - auto accidents - are a 
vanishing breed, perhaps obviating 
the need for conflicts analysis: 
"Even in a study as theoretical 
as . conflicts, practicality may 
occasionally-be allowed to rear its 
ugly head. Will there be much left 
to conflicts, with all of its guest 
statute cases, when the dust has 
settled after the current 
equal-protection attacks on guest 
statutes and the battle for 
nationwide no-fault insurance is 
was written. · won?" 
Follow-up_ If the manuscript 
has· strong potllntial for 
publication, an assigned editor 
will meet with the author to 
suggest possible improvements 
and additional work. IT IS 
ESSENTIAL THAT EVERY 
AUTHOR UNDERSTAND THAT 
VIRTUALLY ALL 
MANUSCRIPTS REQUIRE 
ADDITIONAL WORK BEFORE 
THEY ARE PUBLISHABLE. In, 
addition, the author is responsible 
for any·,· xeroxing costs · and 
~Jyping that may be necessary. . 
The author answers his own 
hypotehtical question, suggesting 
that the car collision cases may 
come and go but that "interest 
analysis" and other means of 
resolving conflicts will be equally 
applicable to other conflicts cases, 
such as propert,:, matrimonial and 
contracts cases. 
Martin's casebook, published 
early in 1978, is very up-to:-date·. 
The discussion •of quasl~in-rem 
jurisdledon :includes a 'colnplete 
analysis of the 1977 landm1rk 
case of Shaffer v. Heitner. Also 
noted are several post-Shaffer 
cases dealing with New York's 
Seider doctrine. Regrettably, 
however, the book went to press 
before the Second Circuit's 
conflicts decision in O'.Connor v. 
Lee-Hy Paving Corp. (To be fair 
to the author, the text does note 
that an appeal from the diSt rict 
cciurt decision in O'Connor w~ 
pending.) · 
Editorially, Martin has 
introduced some · welcome· 
innovations to casebook writing. 
Significantly, he has excised many 
of the internal citations within the 
cases, leavi~g the textual language 
of the courts intact. In this 
unsettled area of the law, the 
reader is allowed to follow the' ' 
logic and reasoning of the courts 
rather than merely on accepting a 
. "rule" ~~aµ_se ii is a r~s~te"1en,t .. 
of what another case or another 
court has said. Without the 
perforation of the text by 
citations, the opinions read more 
smoothly. This is probably well 
suited to the audience of law 
students. Scholars are still free to 
resort to the full published 
op inion, replete with parallel 
citations. 
Another welcome approach 
used by Martin is the moderate 
use of note cases in contrast to 
the rather pointless attempt to 
"collect" cases, an undesirable 
tendency popularized in Tax and 
Torts books. 
On the other hand, the 
author's editing of the language of 
the cases themselves leaves room. 
for improvement. Less verbatim 
reprinting of the facts of cases and 
some additonal editorial summary 
would be preferable in those cases 
with prolix factual patterns. 
Similarly, the decision to reprint 
ten full text · pages of dissenting 
opinions from Dred Scott v. 
Sanford at the opening of the 
book runs the risk that the reader 
will stop perusing the text before 
reaching the more interesting > 
portions of the book. Some other 
areas of the text suffer from the 
same malady of insufficiently 
edited cases. 
On balance, Martin's text is a 
strong entry in the rather limited 
field of Conflicts casebooks. 
Furthermore, the text Is not 
wiffiout its occasional ' humor. 
Several cfev e' r cartoons 
· intehJjersed° throuldiout' the book 
' retain the reader's interest. · 
:, December 1, li]S ,()pln!on '• five 
.Culinary Coumel . 
StuffA Bird O~ Pumpkin For A Holiday Feast 
let cook for about 1 hour, basting near east. Its spiciness is very 
once each ½ hour. festive, and the pungency of the 
After the bird has cooked for currents is complimented 
about an hour, baste it again and perfectly by homemade dry 
then cover. the pan with tin foil. balckberry wine, aged at least two 
Continue cooking for another 45 years. 
minutes to 1 hour and baste once. 
Check to see if the turkey is 2 cups rice 
ready by poking a fork into the salt to taste 
leg. If the fork enters easily, your ½cup currents 
turkey is done. If the fork doesn't 1 lbs. lamb, cubed 
· enter the leg easily allow the bird 6 tablespoons butter 
to cook for another 15 minutes or 2 medium tomatoes, cubed 
so. Use your own judgement here 1 medium onion, chopped 
by Paul Suozzi depending on how hard the 1 small green pepper, seeded 
turkey feels. and chopped 
Now that the snow has begun The entire roasting time for a ½ teaspoon allspice 
to fall, we are reminded · once 15 to 16 lbs. turkey is only 2¼ to 1 teaspoon cloves 
again · the holiday season is upon 2½ hours. For a 25 lb. bird it black pepper to taste 
us. To many of us that only takes a little longer, about 3 to 3½ 3 cups water 
means the prospect of preparing hours total roasting time. 2 sprigs parsely 
for and taking exams (or grading Place the rice and currents in a 
them). However, we must not let Stuffed Pumpkin/from bowl. Add 1 teaspoon · salt and 
the thought of these labors spoil Sharon Osgood cover with hot water. Stir and 
our. holiday spirit After all, the This is a favorite country allow to cool. Drain and set aside. 
season only comes once a year recipe from the Southern Tier, !>lace lamb in a saucepan, and 
and it's such a wonderful excuse especially fine for Thanksgiving. add 1 tablespoon butter, 
for cooking delicacies such as the Serve with chilled, well-aged dry tomatoes, onion, green pepper, 
ones set out below. So when the apple wine of the homemade sort. spices, salt and pepper to taste. 
work is done, take some time to · Add 3 cups of water, cover and 
enjoy the spirit of the season 1 medium pumpkin cook over medium heat until meat 
while feasting on your holiday 1½ lbs. very spicy, smoked is tender, about 1 hour. 
favorites. sausage Strain the meat and save the 
I would like to thank everyone 1 cup rice broth. Place the meat in the 
who has shared a recipe with us 1 large pkg. frozen mixed middle of a large saucepan with 
this semester. 1n recognition of vegetables, especially · corn, pl~nty of space around it. Cover 
this generosity I have decided to lima beans, green beans the meat with a metal bowl, 
share one I intended to save for 1 chopped onion placing a heavy object on top of 
my last issue. Yes, it's my cheese 1 can beef consomme !Jle bowl to prevent displacement. 
cake recipe. Actually, it's not my salt and pepper to taste • ..!3!.i~~ t? ~?Jl,_i cups of broth p).ui 
recipe, and it's about time I gave Cut top off pumpkin and clean 1 cup ·or water (3 cups total) . Add 
credit where it is due. So, my gift interior. Salt pumpkin interior 4 tablespoons butter to the 
to everyone this holiday is Rose well. Cook rice in 2 cups water boiling liquid. Pour into. the 
Francis' French Cheese Cake. It is until most · of . the water is · saL•cepan with the meat, anti pour 
the best cheese cake I've ever .absorbed and rice is al dente. Fry the rice mixture into the ·liquid 
tasted. sausage and onion together: Mix around the bowl. Stir, cover the 
together sausage, rice, vegetables, saucepan :and :cook over 'medium 
Papa Paun's Prof~ssi~~ai Stuffed salt and pepper. Add about 1 /3 heat for 5 minutes, then turn 
Turkey/from his son Jerry cup concentrated consomme. down to low and cook until the 
, . This ..holiday season, to Stuff pumpkin with mixture and rice absorbs all the broth, about 
minimize the post-holiday dry replace top. Bake about 2 hours at 15· minutes. Add more water if it 
turkey lament around the law. 250 degrees or until tender. appears the rice is becoming dry 
school, I offer you my father's Larger pumpkins can take up to 4 before tender. 
wisdom on how to prepare a hours. If it appears the stuffing Remove from heat and take off 
moist and tender stuffed turkey may be getting too · dry, spoon the cover. Place a cloth napkin 
for your holiday enjoyment. more consomme into the over the saucepan and replace the 
pumpkin. Extra stuffing can be · cover. Leave for 20 minutes in a 
The Stuffing: baked about an hour in a covered warm place. When ready to serve, 
1 lb. of dry .bread, preferably a casserole. Serves 4. remove the metal bowl carefully. 
couple of days old Stir- the rice gently with a wooden 
2 or 3 onions chopped Potted Lamb with Rice/ spoon, taking care not to break it, 
celery chopped tas Kebab/from keeping the meat in the middle. 
salt, pepper, thyme and parsley Sharon Osgood Place a round serving dish on the 
to taste This Turkish Iamb dish saucepan and · invert. The meat 
1 egg . commemorates• Christmas Eve, a should be in the middle of the 
Soak the bread in some water holiday which originated in the saucepan with the rice around it. 
and then squeeze it out of' the 
bread thoroughly. Put the bread 
in a bowl. Sautee the chopped 
onions and celery. Add the 
sauteed onions and celery to the 
bread along with the salt, pepper, 
thyme, parsley, and egg. Mix 
thoroughly and the stuffing is 
ready. 
The Turkey: 
Starting with a 15 to 16 lbs. 
bird, if it is frozen, thaw it out 
and wash it If it's not, don't 
~.; After washing the turkey, salt 
and pepper it inside and out and 
then stuff it. Tie up the wings and . 
legs. Place the stuffed bird in a 
roasting pan with about a cup of 
water. Preheat your oven to 550 
·degrees and then add ·the , turkey. 
--:"r Cook the bird at 550 degrees for 
about 15 to 2~ minutes until it is 
brown all around. 
Cover the turkey with about a . 
pint l>f water, turn the oven down · 
· to 375 d•ees or 400 degrees and 
...,. 
Decorate with ·parsely and serve . 
Serves 6. 
Pavo Relleno a la Catalana/ 
Stuffed Turkey Catalan/ from 
John Henry Schlegel 
Simmer the neck, wing tips and 
all the giblets, except the liver, of 
a 15-pound , turkey in lightly 
salted w·ater to cover. Sprinkle the. 
inside of the turkey with salt and 
pepper. 
In a skillet melt ½ cup butter 
and in it saute ½ pound chopped 
lean ham and the turkey Hver, · 
diced, until the meat is lightly 
browned. Add 8 pork sausages, 
sH'ced, ½ pound each of soaked 
dried prunes. and peaches, 1 
pound cooked shelled chest.nuts, 
and ¾ cup pine nuts, all chopped. 
Add ½cup sherry, salt and pepper 
to taste, and a bouquet garnl of 
several sprigs of parsely, 1 bay 
leaf, 1 sprig of thyme and 1 stalk 
of celery with the leaves. Cover 
the skillet and simmer the stuffing 
for 20 minutes. Discard the 
bouquet gorp/ and stir in 2 
truffles, diced. Stuff and truss the 
turkey and store in the 
refrigerator overnight. 
Next day, brush the turkey 
generously with melted butter and 
put it breast side down on arack 
.in an open roasting pan. Roast it, 
in a moderate oven (350-degrees) 
for 3½ to 4 hours, or until it is 
qoq.e, basting it frequently with a 
mixture of 1 cup each of chicken 
s(oc1<,· and sherry. P!!t the turkey 
on a heated serving platter. Skim 
the fat from the roasting pan and 
strair:i the, rernainiog,jui~e~ , intq, a . 
heated sauceb,oat. - , ,., .. 
Sweet Potato Stringbean and 
Ooion , ..Casserc,l~/fro,n .-Marianne 
Suozzi 
This delightful combination of 
vegetables · is the perfect 
compliment to the holiday bird: It 
is easy to prepare and delicious. ' 
2 pkgs. frozen French style 
stringbeans, cooked 
2 medium · onions sauted in 
butter until soft and 
translucent 
•6-8 medium size sweet 
potatoes, cooked and mashed 
with butter and milk 
Put the onions in the bottom 
of a shallow casserole, cover with 
the stringbeans and top with the 
potatoes. Sprinkle with sunflower 
seed~ or other nuts if desired . 
Heat and serve. 
.Eva Munda.y's Chri$tmas 
Fruitcake/ 
from Karen Spencer 
. 2 lbs. mixed nuts (Walnu~ & 
Pecahs) . 
1 I b. raisins 
½ lb. chopped dates 
2 lbs. mixed candied fruits 
1 small jar strawberry preserves 
½ c. ora"ge juice 
Mix together in large pan, 
cover and let stand overnight · 
2 tsp. allspice 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. cloves 
·1 tsp. mace 
1½ c. margarine 
2½ c. sugar . 
7 eggs 
4¾ c. sifted flour 
1 tsp. soda 
1 tbsp. vanilla 
Cream butter and · sugar. Add 
beaten eggs. Sift dry ingredients. 
Add to eggs, butter and sugar. 
Add vanilla and beat 2 minutes 
until mixture is well blended. 
Pour batter over fruit and mix. 
Bake at 275 degrees for 2 hours · 
and 15 ·minutes. Makes two 5 lb. 
fruitcakes. · 
Superb Cheesecake/ 
from Carol Maue 
Crust · 
¾ cup fine graham cracker 
crumbs (about · 10 large 
crackers, crushed)* . 
1 tbsp. sugar 
1 /8 tsp. cinnamon 
3 tbsp. butter (melted) 
*(OPTIONAL: Add ¼ cup fine 
nut crumbs [blenderized] to 
the -1graham · crackers and 
proceed as directed) 
M ix •.. -orumbs; sugar arid 
cinnamon in a- small bowl. Add 
fork. Butter generously a 9" 
.springform pan. Sprinkle ¼ of the 
mixture around the sides of the 
pan. Press the remainder on the 
bottom. Set aside. · 
Fillirig . 
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. 
2½ lb. cream cheese (5 8 oz. 
pkgs.) 
1¾ cup sugar · 
2 tbsp. flour 
· 1½ tsp. grated or·ange 
rind/lemon rind 
¼ tsp. vanilla 
5 eggs 
2 egg yolks 
¼ cup heavy cream 
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Cheesecake Featured Among Dessert Delicacies 
(Note: Set out dairy products one inch of water. Bottom of sugar, cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg 5 lb. Brisket . . ¾cup all purpose flour 
approx. 2 hrs. before you bowl should be above water. and salt and m'ix well. Blend in 1 packaF dry onion soup 1/3 cup sugar - part brown 
i n tend to use the in, Cover pot closely. Use high heat two sli;itty beaten. eggs and the one onion, sliced . ¼cup butter 
particularly the cheese, _as they first, then as steam begins to evaporated milk. Carefully p_our . - 1 cup wttite wine. Boil water, sugar and cream ·of 
will ·be easier to work with at escape, lower heat just enou;, so over the cheese mixture. Bake at larg~ piece of aluminum foil tarter together for 5 minutes. Add . 
room temperature.) steam will not escape. Steam eight 350 degrees for 65-70 minutes, or Cut out all fat. Slice the onion th~ crackers, but do not stir. Boil 
Cream the cream cheese in a ihours, adding more ·water if until done. Cool before serving. and put it ' on the aluminum foil. for 2 minutes. Add the nutmeg 
·large bowl-. · Add the sugar and required. · Place the meat ·on .top of the and cinnamon and stir. Cool, then 
beat well. . Add the flour, fruit After steaming, set aside at onion, then pat• the dry soup pour into a greased 9 inch pie pan. 
rind, and vanilla and mix. Add the room temperature overnidlt to Rose Francis' French Cheese Cake mixture all over the meat. -To make the streusel, combine 
eggs, one af a time, beating well CO<JI. Remove from bowl. Wrap in Carefully pour the wine on top. all the ingredients until the 
after each addition. Stir in the foil with double-lock seal.. Age in Crust Seal the foil securely. This consistency of cornmeal. Cover 
heavy cream. Pour into prepared refrigerator. The pudding will • 1 cup all purpose flour preparation may be done the day the cracker mixture with streusel 
pan. Bake for t. ·bour ahd 15 keep. seve·ral months in ·. · 2tablespoonssugar before the dinner. When needed, and bake at 350 degrees for 30 
minutes in a 325 degree oven. refrigerator, or may be frozen and ¼lb. butter place the unopened p~kage in a minutes. 
Turn off oven. Let cake stand in stored indefinitely. 1 egg yolk shallow baking dish and-bake in.a 
oven . for additional 15 minutes. To serve, turn each pudding preheated oven at 350 degrees for 
Remove cake from oven and cool. out on a flat plate. · Pour Filling 2 hqurs and 30 minutes, until well Peppermint Bavarian Pie/ 
Refrigerate•. (Remove sides. of pan approximately ¼ cup 151-proof · 2 8 oz. packages of cream done. Leftovers may be reheated from Tayna Miller 
as soon 'as c~ke is cool enougfl to rum on· each plate around the cheese and, if possible, taste even better. 1 cup milk 
do so. This facilitates c09ling.) ¾ cup crushed peppermint
Tastes best when served chilled. 
Cake may be topp~d '!Vith a fruit 
mixture of fruit, cornstarch, and 
sugar heated over a stove until 
thickened. Proportions will 
depend upon fruit used (fresh or 
frozen; sweetened or 
unsweetened) and the amount of 
liquid (juice) the fruit is packed in 
_or weeps. 
Chris,tmas Plum Pudding 
King George V / from 
John Henry Schlegel 
1½ teaspoons salt 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
1 tablespoon allspice 
4 teaspoons ground ginger 
½teaspoon nutmeg 
½ pound (2 c~p~) all purpose 
flour 
1 pound seeded raisins 
4 ounces mixed candied peel, 
cut-up . , . · , , , , ·i ; 
1 pound currants 
1 pound sultanas (golden pudding. Lidlt and ladle flaming 1 tablespoon flour Wiener Semmelknodel/ 
,seedless-rajsins) -,:• . ·,,- ,,·, n.1m ··over, pudding1 •When, bumed·, \ 4,egg ycj~s .,. ,,.i Viennese Bread Oumplings/ 'Grasshopper Pie/
1.6 .. ounces,.wbole ,r.aw, ~monds, away, serve with liarct sauce; The·· ,, ½,.cup sugar , · · · - from· Lily Laufer ·from Tayna Miller 
blanched and chopped or sliced. rurri 'should burn· about one ¼cup sour cream 1 regular loaf of day-old white 24 marshmellows 
1 pound di;y br.ead -erumbs, , ,,: mlnutie: , as •it ..sligh-dy><toasts·,the ,,¼:cup ,hea~ Neet,re.am. ,, bread ,., ,. ~ J• . .... , · •• •" •, • ,_ .,. 2/3 cup milk 
. 1 pound ground suet . surface of the pudding. Use 
' 1 teaspoon vanilla ½cup oil 1½ oz. green creme de menthe 
1 pound brown -sugar 151-proof rum , Lower proofs do 5 egg whites ½cup milk 1½oz. white creme de cacao 
1 ·pound win·esap apples, not burn readily. dash salt 2 eggs ½ pint heayy cream, whipped
peeled, cored and finely cubed Yield: Three puddings serve 50 Have the eggs, cheese and ½ teaspoon baking powder Melt marsh·m'ellows and milk in 
(weidl apples after peeled and people. 
. butter at room temperature. Use a salt, pepper to taste a double boiler. Add the creme de 
cored) , 10 inch springform pan. . 2 teaspoons parsely_ menthe and creme de cacao. Chill 
· ½ cup dark rum Hard Sauce . First make the crust. Mix flour, Dice the bread and put it in a until thick, then fold in the 
6 to 8 eggs (l-1/3 cups), well ½pound (1 cup) butter .sugar and butter until crumbly. large bowl. · Beat the eggs, salt, whipped cream. Pour into a 
beaten 1 pound (4 cups sifted) 
· Addeggyolkandformintoaball. pepper, baking -powder and crumb crust (.see above recipe). · 
¾ cup (a.pproximately) confectioner's sugar Divide in half and, using the palm parsely together. Combine the oil Chill in the freezer. Thaw at room 
151-proof ruin. 1 (2 table,poons) egg white of your hand, spread onto the and .milk. Add this to the egg temperature one hour before use. 
Hard Sauce (see recipe) 1½ tablespoons dark r!lm bottom of the pan. Bake this at mixture and pou~ over_the b~ead. This recipe and the one 
In mixing bowl, combine the ' 2½ tablespoons Cognac 425 degrees.for 8-10 minutes until We~ hands and mix all mg~ed1ents preceding are very good served 
sal ( . baking powder, allspice, 1 teaspoon vanilla light golden in color. Allow this to until of an even consistency . . together after a Christmas meal. 
ginger, nutmeg and flour. Sift Cream butter and add 2 cups cool thoroughly, then spread the F_?rm loaf and _place o~ a large They are refreshing, even after a 
seven times. sugar and egg white alternately. remainder of the dough on the piece of aluminum . foil. · Wrap large meal since they are liltlt and 
, Separate the seeded raisins and Beat in remaining ·sugar and rum sides of the pan. DO NOT COOK securely and put in the freezer at minty. ' 
drop them one by one into the and Cognac alternately, beating THIS! . least 2 hours. (It may stay for 
flour. Add candied peel and mix well · after each addition. Add the Filling: Blend the cream cheese months.) When needed, bring 
well, working with fingers ~ntil vanilla. Store in a screw-top jar. with the sugar and fl01,1r. Add 4 water .to boil in a large pot Place 
separated and well coated with Serve at room temperature. egg yoks and mix well. . Add the the package in and simmer for one UNIVERSITY PRESS 
- Amy Jo Fricano 
candy (canes, etc.) . 
1 envelope unflavored Knox's 
gelatin (1 tablespoon) 
¼ cup cold water 
1 cup heavy cream, whipped 
Combine the milk and candy 
· with a :dash of salt. Cook in a 
double boiler, or over low heat, 
stirring frequenµ.y µntil the candy 
dissolves. Remove from heat. 
Soften the gelatin in cold 
water, then dissolve in the inilk 
mixture. Chill until p~rtially set, 
then fold in the whipped cream. 
Turn into a crumb crust and chill 
4-5 hours until firm. 
Crumb Crust 
1,½ , <:,4RS . crush,:d ., c~~oiate . 
wafers 
6-1 tablespoons melted butter 
Mix together and press against 
the. sides of. a greased. 9 . inch, p,ie 
• I • I ',/ • • • pan. 
flour. 
Put the currants, sultanas, 
Yield : 
servings. . 
Four cups or 16 sour cream and heavy cream. Add 
the vanilla and mix well . 
hour. Carefully unwrap on a. 
board. Slice diagonally and serve 
almonds, bread crumbs, suet, 
brown sugar, cubed apples, lemon .Pum~kin Cream Cheese Pie/ 
Beat the 5 egg whites and dash 
of salt until stiff, but not dry. 
with. meat and gravy. Wrap the 
leftovers in foil and put back in 
rind and flour mixture in a large from Allan Canfield Gently fold them into the creani the freezer. The next time, place 
coh tainer, approximately four I 8 . oz. pkg. of cream cheese, cheese mixture, then pour into · in boiling water again, but simmer 
gallons capacity. Mix thoroudlly softened · the baked shell. Bake at 350 only half an hour. When planning 
with hands, reaching to bottom of 
pot ·and lifting up. Then add 
one-half cup dark rum and mix 
thorooltily. Add beaten eggs and 
¾cup sugar 
½ teaspoon vanilla 
3 eggs 
1¼ cup pumpkin (canned or 
degrees for 45;50 minutes until 
~t and light golden in color. Cool 
away from drafts. The cake will 
crack somewhat, so don't worry. 
to use it soon, it will keep in the 
refrigerator a few days. It is very 
good sliced or cut up, heated in 
oil and a beaten egg poured over it 
• Fliers 
• Posters 
• Resumes 
again mix thi:>rouitily. Mixture 
will be damp and crumbly. Let 
stand overnid'IL-Makes about nine 
and one-quarter p!)Unds. 
Divide into· three greased 
bowls. If necessary, content may
be rounded above top of ·bowl. 
Cover tighdy with foil. Do not 
mash down. PUdding will shrink 
cooked) 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 
¼teaspoon ginger 
¼teaspoon nutmeg 
1 cup evapora~d milk 
dash of salt .Combine the cream cheese, ¼ 
'cup sugar and the vanilla. Add ·1 
egg and mix well. Spread on the 
Note: I have made this cake 
with twice as much cream cheese 
and it works well, but .is heavier 
and a bit richer. Also, once cooled 
in the refrigerator, the cake ~ttles 
and looses its · light texture, 
thou;, not its delicate flavor. 
and coo,ed a fe-,y .more minutes. 
• 
Apple Pie Mirage/from Lily 
Laufer 
2 cups water 
.22 whole Ritz crackers · 
1 cup sugar · 
¼teasooon nutmeg 
• Stationery 
• Publications 
• Business Cards 
Monday- Friday 
tOa.m. to Sp.m. 
831-5572 
in volume as cooked. 
Place each bowl on a . high 
bottom of a deep 9 inch unbaked 
pie shell. · 
Super Brisket/from Lily Laufer 
Th is Brisket is not only 
3 ~aspoons cream of tarter 
¼ teaspoon cinn.wnon PERSONAL s·ERVICE! 
trivet.. jn a heavy· pot containing Combine the pumpkin, ½ cup delicic;,us, It's foolproof! Streusel 
-
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Short Relief 
Fans Enjoy Ups And Downs OfSports Dynas-ties 
by Maria Colavito 
' ' Everybody Loves a Winner" 
and " Nothing Succeeds like 
Success" are supposedly uniquely 
American expressions, reflective 
of the American ideal that in 
order to merit some respect or 
praise from the public you should 
be best at something, or at least 
close to it While the American 
people, not wishing to appear 
_ lacking in complexity, have often 
, been infatuated with real losers 
(Joseph McCarthy, Richard 
Nixon, George Armstrong Custer, 
Rutherford. B. Hayes, to name a 
few), for the most part, they ·feel 
content in knowing their real 
heroes are great at what they do. 
Yet, in sports, anyway, this 
pursuit of excellence may be a 
the American people to handle. 
And it appeared the . Dallas 
Cowboys were beginning to find 
that out. 
Coming off a very successful 
season, having . won a decisive 
victory in last year's Super Bowl 
and sporting a roster filled with 
big names, the Cowboys seemed 
like a sure thing to walk away 
with this year's football honors. 
Even I, knowing very little about 
football (I am actually stealing 
this whole story from Sports 
Illustrated) know enough that if 
forced to make conversation with 
a football fan at a party, I will be 
fairly safe in saying the Cowboys 
I ook stronger than ever this 
season. And, having played in 
several Super Bowls since 1990 
myth for it seems when you ·get a . and had the proverbial th rill of 
little too good, people begin to victory, the Cowboys apparently 
start disliking you. Unlike the now qualify as a dynasty , 
public acceptance of IBM, th e (Inflation or perhaps expansion 
telephone company and Xerox (in seems to have taken its toll here. 
fact, if they could come up with a It used to be at least five 
copying machine that would consecutive world championships 
operate for 48 consecutive hours were necessary to qualify as a true 
without breaking down and dyn_asty ; today, having two 
donate it to our library I am sure consecutive winning seasons and a 
every student here would gladly poster of your cheerleaders seems 
donate one year of their to do the trick.) 
professional life to fighting their But more th an watching how 
antitrust' suits). dynasties in the dynasties are created, it is very 
sports world are not so easy for interesting to watch how much . 
• c B Th pRunnmg an e e · 
Tension And Strain Of 
by Jerome Paun 
In the last Opinion I attempted 
to inform readers about 
marathoning and why at least 
some people do it. For those of 
you who were not persuaded that 
marathoning is the thing to do, 
but who are concerned about 
fitness and health, consider 
running. 
If you are at all like me, by th e 
end of your first year in law 
school , the fairly youthful and 
muscle toned body you started 
the , year with atrophied to a 
loose and ill-defined mass of flesh . 
Looking in the mirror each day 
became less and less pleasant. In 
this decaying condition it's no 
wonder that 35 per cent of those 
seniors surveyed had negative 
self-images upon re~·eipt of Q's. 
It 's depressing but it doesn't end 
here. 
The legal profession, including 
law school education, is a strict 
task master. It demands time and 
energy, and places a great deal of 
stress on those among its ranks. 
Under such conditions it is not 
surprising that lawyers suffer 
disproportionately from such 
stress related illnesses as heart 
disease. 
Most of us, presently enjoying 
good health, are not worried 
about heart attacks. But if we 
wish to maximize our chances of 
avoiding one when we are in our 
40's or 50's, we should now 
consider the factors that 
contribute to heart disease and 
wl;lat we can do to minimize their 
impact later. 
While we know that heart 
disease is brought on by many 
factors, we also know that central 
among these are stress and excess 
body weight. The practice of law 
seems inherently stressful and 
since the profession is largely a 
sedintary one it is easy for lawyers 
to become overweight . 
Consequently, lawyers bec9me 
prime candidates for heart 
attacks. 
Obviously, a watchful eye on 
the diet helps to avoid becoming 
overweight. A satisfactory diet 
alone, however, doesn't firm-up 
muscles, increase strc1igth or 
relieve tension and stress. Proper 
exercise does. 
There are, of course, many 
kinds of beneficial exercise but 
consider running. Running is 
convenient. Almost everyone can 
do it and no special skill or 
training is required. It can be done 
alone or with others. Other than a 
good pair of running shoes, it 
requires no special and/or 
expensive equipment and it can be 
done anywhere at any time. 
Running is widely. regarded as 
one of the best exercises for the 
cardiovascular system ·in addition 
to being recognized as a good way 
to shed extra weight and firm-up 
muscles. A strong cardiovascular 
system is essential -to avoiding 
heart disease. Remember from Bio 
101 th at the heart is a muscle and 
like any other muscle it gets 
stronger with exericse. The 
normal human pulse rate is 
between 72 and 80 constractions 
per minute. When running this 
rate increases to about 180. 
While increasing the pulse rate 
properly is good exercise, 
increasing it too rapidly and 
without adequate preparation can 
induce cardiac arrest. This result is 
avoided by using a little common 
sense and patience. 
Assuming basic good health, 
novice and experienced runners 
alike should spend at least 5 to 10 
minutes stretching before and 
after each run. Althougfl most 
. 
people enjoy seeing them 
destroyed, and how similar the 
process is no matter what the 
sport or who the parties involved. 
Having sat through many a session 
\\tiere Yankee dynasties, old and 
new, were dissected, I found it 
amusing to read some of the 
comments on the fall of the 
Cowboys. At the outset, no one 
can be sure what Dallas' season 
holds in store for it. After their 
impressive Thanksgiving win 
against the Redskins, few are 
willing to write Dallas off 
anymore. But while it was 
fashionable, the autopsy on the 
Cowboys bore a striking 
resemblance to the cutting the 
Yankees got way back when. 
Consider some of their fi·ndings: 1 
1) Old age vs. impetuous 
youth : supposedly, sor;ne of the 
older Dallas veterans take 
exception to the manner in which 
the younger players accept defeat. 
Since they are used to the 
atmosphere being sombre and 
sober after any loss, the veterans 
don't consider drowning your 
sorrows at a disco to be,--,an 
appropriate way of registering 
disappointment. This may be an 
extension of the old "pride vs. the 
pocketbook" angle. The older 
to win but the younger ones 
supposedly play for money. It's 
just a job to them so their egos are 
not quite so bruised when they 
lose. And their egos are not the 
only things that aren't sufficiently 
bruised if you ask the veterans. 
Supposedly, these younger players 
are not aggressive enough. That 
has a lot to do with the, 
2) "Thank God you're ·a 
Cowboy" ( i.e. a champion) 
approach to football. When you 
are a champion, the theory goes, 
you are expected to play harder, 
tougher and better. In football, 
where often the harder and 
tougher you are, th·e better you 
are, this might be especially true. 
A lot of Cowboy watchers don't 
think that all the team's members 
are playing like champions. D.D. 
Lewis, a Dallas ·linebacker and 
defensive c:o-<:aptain put it best 
when he told a reporter, 
"Sometimes, it seems like we're 
just complacent as hell. We've got 
to get meaner on the field and not 
take any crap off other teams:!.! 
Referring to a game with Los 
Angeles, Lewis · noted that one of 
the Ram's Linebackers, ·Isaiah 
Robertson had repeatedly spit on 
several Cowboy players with no 
response. Lewisfelt"Thatshowed 
players, the "true" athletes, play us where we were mentally . If 
· • • T R ·d 
we'd wanted that game badly, 
we'd have been so fired up we'd 
have attacked Robertson." Now 
there's a man who really 
understands the · meaning of 
championship, professional 
football. · (Personally, I've aiways 
had a hard time accepting the 
premise that pro-football players 
might lack motivation to get out 
there and play aggressively . 
remember reading once about a 
high school football coach who, 
to "inspire" h·is players to do their 
best on the field that day, would 
bite off the heads of live frogs 
during his pre-game, locker room · 
pep talks. I mean with training 
like that under your bt)lt how can 
you help but be a real champ out 
on the field?) 
3) Those stars are ruining us. 
This theory is a real favorite of 
dynasty watchers. Tony Dorsett is 
supposedly the star who is 
destroying the Cowboys (no one 
would dare say that about Roger 
Staubach. It would be like saying 
Moses was getting too big for his 
britches.). Dorsett is allegedly 
doing to the Cowboys what 
Reggie Jackson did to the 
Yankees. The other players feel lie 
is too arrogant and expects special 
treatment from Cowboy 
management. Oddly enough, ·a lot 
of the problem here may stemrescnpt1on O eme y from fact that manythe of the 
· • players who think they _play for 
Law 1School L1fe :~~: ~i~~a~;!/~f:~ ~;;~~ 
runners find th is activity 
somewhat boring, it is:'essential to 
minimizing muscle strains. 
Additionally, stretch.ing serves to 
warm-up the b~dy, including the 
cardiovascular system and 
prepares it to safely endure ttie 
more strenuous exercise to follow. 
After stretching, it's ~ good 
idea to walk ·briskly for 5 minutes 
or so before commencing the run. 
This fur th er warms the body · 
Now you are ready to run safely. 
Some people run for di stance, 
others run for time. If you run for 
distance this means that you have 
determined before your run how 
far you are going. Time and speed 
are unimportant, it's completing 
the distance that counts. For the 
beginner, I recommend running 
for time. 
When you run for time you 
determine before the run how 
much time · you will spend 
running. Distance covered is not 
considered nor is speed. Running 
for time is ideal for people who 
have to budget their time since 
they can readily fix the amount 
spent exercising. 
If you have decided to take-up 
running or at least give it a try but 
you don't know of a • ·good 
work-out to start with, try this. 
After stretching and walk_ing for 5 
minutes, try to run slowly for 10 
minutes . and then walk for 
another 5 minutes. Don't be 
discouraged if you find that you 
can't run continuously for a full 
10 minutes at first. If you have 
some trouble, run for 3 to 5 
minutes or until you get tired and 
then -walk for a minute or two. 
After this brief rest try to run 
againforafewminutesandifyou 
have to walk again after a short 
run that's OK too. The important 
thing is to continue for a full 10 
minutes. · 
By alternating the running with plays for - money. After all, 
walking but always doing it for 10 pride won't buy you a Jaguar. 
minutes, you'll be surprised at 4) The coach is getting senile. 
how quickly you can build-up to Remember the .days when people 
running for the full 10 minutes. were wondering if Billy Martin 
Once you can run for a full 10 had forgotten how successful his 
minutes, stay at that routine for a pattern of aggressive base running 
month, don't ·push forward -too had been, or how' he had a Cy 
fast. rhe next month start Young award winner in the 
al · I d h d b 11 1 k' f · k? W 11ternatmg ong an s ort ays. u pen oo mg or wor , e 
f 5 th th . bOn the short day, walk or . e same mg seems to ·. e 
f 1o d a) k f h · 'T L d P Iminutes, run or an w or appernng to om an ry . eop e 
another 5. The next day , the long feel he is being too conservative 
day, walk for 5, run for 15 anc with his plays and is failing to use 
then walk for another 5 minutes. key personnel to their best 
After a month of this try a 1C advantage. Some of the 
minute run on the short da} replacements Landry has used are 
followed by a 20' minute run or 
the long one. 
From here on you can 
continue to increase each month 
by adding 5 minutes to both the 
long an~ short days until you have 
reached a level you feel satisfied 
with . Even remaining at 
alternating 10 and 20 minute runs 
you will be getting a good 
workout. 
Take your time when you start 
your running program. At the 
beginning, to go out and run 5 or 
6 times a week will probably seem 
like a ·chore but give it a fair 
chance. Most runners agree that it 
takes 6 to 8 weeks of running~ or 
6. itays a week before running 
becomes really pleasureable and 
something to look forward to 
each day. 
i<eep in mind that unlike -most 
other sports, running is an activity 
that you can expect to get better 
at as you get older _if you stay 
with it. As you improve, don't be 
surprised if you start to feel better 
about yourself and find that you 
have more energy to do other 
things as well. Q's won't 
demoralize you anymore and who 
. knows, one day you too may even 
find yourself ,considering a 
marathon. 
not producing adequately and the 
scorned starters are supposedly 
losing interest and ability from 
lack of play. With all ttios.e game 
films, computers and coaches to 
tell him how best to use his 
players it would appear senility is 
the most logical answer here. 
Maybe Landry will develop a spot 
on his liver and be shipped off to 
the farm for a couple of years to 
reCUP.erate and rejuvenate. 
Hopefully, this plan wil1 be 
successful for other fallen leaders. 
There were other more 
pragmatic but certainly less 
colorful reasons why· the Cowboys 
were not winning the · way they 
should have been . It had 
something to do with key injuries, 
failure to make interceptions as 
frequently as in the past, 1_11ore 
turnovers, and gaining ha1f the. 
yardage they had at the sametime 
last season. While these were all 
valid reasons .for loss of 
performanc_e on the field, to 
people who would have really 
gotten a big kick out of wm.hing 
Rome bum; or who currendy 
relish the sight and sound of_ 
Howard Cosell and Curt Gowdy in 
their declining _. years, waticbing 
dynasties collapse is fun only If its 
something personal. 
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